Us:

The Giving Child Organization is a non-profit dedicated to finding exciting ways of inviting children into the giving process and then giving them an opportunity to make a positive impact on the struggles their peers face around the world. We are starting out by building a series of Android game apps that are not only educational but also marvelously fun. Each app will focus on a specific problem and the profits from the sale will then go to fund solutions to that specific problem. For example, profits from the clean water app will go to such charities as Glimmer of Hope, Charity: Water, etc.

Our Dream:

We will be building a clean water game with at least seven levels. Level 1 will be playable by children as young as 4, level 7 should challenge a 13 year-old. Each level will consist of building a different, increasingly complex clean water project and then defending that project from danger. For example, level 1 will be a very easy “tap here repeatedly and quickly to dig a well, tap there to line it with bricks and climb out fast before the water gets you.” As the levels progress, speed and accuracy will become increasingly important.

Logistics:

We will have off-campus meetings in Golden but your actual work will take place in whatever venue you choose. We do not have official facilities and in truth we believe brilliance happens best outside of the office, not in an enclosed work environment. If you do want a place to go to work we will have a comfortable area in Golden with internet access available.

Why You Want to Join Us:

We are small: Start out with us and as we grow, we will take you with us. Our plans do not end with apps, if you are into designing, gaming, building, coding or anything to do with games, our future is endless.

Freedom: We have the dream, the connections, and the nonprofit. We need people who have the know-how. We will welcome your knowledge, advice and expertise and you will find us to be partners rather than dictators. We are looking for self motivated people in all varieties, animators, artists, software builders, and people we don't even know we need.

Fun: This is going to be challenging but also a lot of fun. You will be able to give rise to your creative side and your problem solving skills will be on high alert. This will be collaboration at its best! And besides, we are building games for children, fun must be part of the process.
**We will have yummy weekly meetings:** We will feed you the best desserts ever during our meetings in Golden.

**We are going to change the world:** Who wouldn't want to be part of that?

**Client:**

Amy Barnes, The Giving Child Organization

Questions? Contact us at thegivingchild@gmail.com

More info? Look us up at www.thegivingchild.org

We are terribly excited to work with you!